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This paper deals with the category of evidentiality, which is one of the most important linguistic concepts in general, and the means of its expression in the Manchu language. Despite the fact that our paper is the first to explore this area in Manjuristics, we have made several important observations and have come to a number of interesting conclusions. In particular, we found that semantico-grammatical complexes consisting of information and perception verbs, followed by the suffix of conditional converb, are mostly used to code evidential meanings. In addition, certain analytical syntactic constructions are also in use, but they are less frequent. Thus, both factors, lexical and grammatical, contribute to encoding evidential meanings in Manchu, and these complexes and constructions can be considered as a basis for the formation of the grammatical category of evidentiality as such. Our results shed some light on how this category originated and developed crosslinguistically.
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“言据性”是语言学中最重要的范畴之一，本文将围绕这一概念展开讨论，并探讨言据性在满语语文中的表现形式。尽管是满学研究界中涉足该领域的初次尝试，本文仍然提出几项重要的发现和若干有意思的结论。我们特别发现，由信息和感官动词组成并衔接条件副动词后缀的语义-语法复合词，几乎全部被用于编写言据性意义。此外，某些分析性句法构建也被使用，不过频率较小。由此可见，满语中言据性意义的编写，词汇和语法两方
面因素均有涉及；这些语义-语法复合词和句法构建也可以被视为形塑满语言据性这一语法范畴的基础。本文的结论将有助于说明这一范畴是如何在跨语言的情境中产生和发展的。
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“言據性”是語言學中最重要的範疇之一，本文將圍繞這一概念展開討論，並探討言據性在滿語語文中的表現形式。儘管是滿學研究界中涉足該領域的初次嘗試，本文仍然提出了幾項重要的發現和若干有意思的結論。我們特別發現，由信息和感官動詞組成並銜接條件副動詞後綴的語義-語法復合詞，幾乎全部被用於編寫言據性意義。此外，某些分析性句法構建也被使用，不過頻率較小。由此可見，滿語中言據性意義的編寫，詞匯和語法兩方面因素均有涉及；這些語義-語法復合詞和句法構建也可以被視為形塑滿語言據性這一語法範疇的基礎。本文的結論將有助於說明這一範疇是如何在跨語言的情境中產生和發展的。

1. Introduction

The category of evidentiality and its grammatical encoding have not yet been specially investigated in Manjuristics. This is largely due to the absence of evidentiality as a distinct grammatical category in the Manchu language. At first sight, evidentiality is expressed only lexically, mostly by certain independent verbs or lexical modifiers (or expressions). However, the whole situation is not so simple, and in this regard some very interesting issues can arise. By answering some important questions we can shed light on this field of knowledge not only in Manjuristics but also in Altaic studies more broadly, and even crosslinguistically. The issues are as follows: (1) the types of grammatical means of coding evidentiality; (2) the degree of grammaticalization of lexico-grammatical units used to express evidential meanings; (3) the origin and development of the evidential markers; (4) correlations with other grammatical categories, such as modality, tense-aspect system, transitivity/intransitivity of verbs, person, and clausal
types; (5) connotations to conditionality as involved in expressing pragmatic properties in Manchu, kinds of discourse, and certain formal devises used to process information.

As is well known, the category of evidentiality was first proposed in the wake of the investigation of the American Indian languages and has been under discussion since the beginning of the nineteenth century. However, the debate continues to this day concerning whether this category should be understood as a subcategory of the broader category of epistemic modality, as a speaker’s subjunctive assessment/knowledge of the likelihood of a given event, or it should stand as a distinct category in its own right. There exists a special point of view according to which certain evidential markers, especially those conveying the concept of inference, are considered to be borderline cases. Witt argues that the verbs of auditory perception denoting both direct perception and hearsay meanings should not be seen as involved in the domain of epistemic modality.

In this paper we try to avoid this debate, if that is possible at all, while semantically defining the concept of evidentiality as the speaker’s indication of the source of information. At the same time, one cannot but admit that there exist certain semantic connotations of evidentiality with epistemic meanings related to the speaker’s attitude to the information (or knowledge), even if the latter are understood as the only semantic extensions (or secondary evidential-like meanings) of evidentiality. According to some authors, these additional semantic overtones can even be extended to the category of mirativity.

In addition, some scholars mention certain correlations with other grammatical categories, namely, perfective or past tenses, verbal transitivity/intransitivity, and person.

As a grammatical category, evidentiality is considered obligatory for uttering every utterance in a language. This category possesses a set of grammatical devices, which form

8. Witt, “Auditory Evidentiality in English and German.”
a grammatical paradigm. Concerning the morphological status of evidential markers, scholars point out that they can be (i) inflections, or (ii) clitics or other free syntactic elements. Palmer singles out the following types of markers: (i) individual suffixes, clitics, and particles, (ii) inflection, and (iii) modal verbs.

2. Evidential concepts in Manchu

The lexical verbs used to express the concepts of evidentiality in Manchu normally concern the processing of information, be it perceptive or intellectual by its nature; that is, the search for information, its reception, storage, and transmission, as well as cognitive operations performed with that information (the so-called IOI-verbs). These meanings are represented by cognition verbs (speech, thought, investigation, memory, inference) and perception verbs (sight, hearing, feeling, smelling, etc.) as well.

We have found the following independent verbs concerning the expression of different meanings of evidentiality: *tuwa*—“to look (at)”; *donji*—“to listen/hear”; *gūni*—“to think/consider”; *bica*—“to investigate”; *bodo*—“to calculate/consider”; *kimci*—“to look carefully/examine”; *taka*—“to recognize/know”; *amtala*—“to taste.”

The first two of them, namely, *tuwa* and *donji*, are used most frequently. This fact is in complete accordance with the data obtained by Witt, who investigates the evidential uses of perception verbs hear and sound in English and German. Based on the perception verb hierarchy established by Viberg, Witt argues that verbs of visual and auditory perception are supposed to be characterized by a higher degree of polysemy, and that fact entails a higher frequency in their usage. Witt examines the transitivity/intransitivity of verbs, as this is the most important property of perception verbs that allow evidential readings. As a general tendency, subject-oriented (intransitive) verbs express evidential meanings with grammatical subjects (perceivers) that have the form

---


12. It is not unusual to specify the source of information (and quality of it) with the help of predicate evidentials. In the Northern Iroquoian language, for example, evidentiality is expressed by evidential suffixes related to the tense system, a set of evidential particles, and partly through overt predicates with meanings such as “think,” “say,” “tell,” “certain,” “true”: Marianne Mithun, “Evidential Diachrony in Northern Iroquoian,” in *Evidentiality: The Linguistic Coding of Epistemology*, 97.

13. Witt, “Auditory Evidentiality in English and German.”


15. Witt, “Auditory Evidentiality in English and German,” 1085-86. According to Viberg, a verb which occupies the higher position in the hierarchy scale (to the left) normally is characterized by an extended lexical semantics that covers the meanings of verbs lower (to the right) in the hierarchy: Sight > Hearing > Touch > [Smell, Taste].
of the first person. Object-oriented (transitive) verbs may be used evidentially with subjects in the form of the second and third persons.\textsuperscript{16}

What is most interesting is that all of these verbs that function to indicate the source of information normally occur in the form of the so-called conditional converb (V\textsuperscript{–}ci) in Manchu. We can observe a tendency for this form to occupy the left-dislocated (topical) position in an utterance. Since this form plays a crucial role in encoding evidentiality, we intend to define its important features at least in general way. Prototypical conditional constructions, consisting of the protasis (expressed by a subordinate clause containing a conditional converb as a predicate) and the apodosis (expressed by a main clause containing a main predicate of an utterance), are used to denote such relationships between two states of affairs that the realization of one state of affairs (represented in the protasis) serves as the condition for the realization of another state of affairs (represented in the apodosis). On the other hand, conditionals can convey several other meanings (e.g., causal, temporal, and concessive) and perform other functions (e.g., topicalization, textual connection).\textsuperscript{17}

The conditional converb shares categorial properties intrinsic to all converbs. The defining attribute of converbs (as a subclass of non-finite verbal forms) is to denote the subordination of one verb form to another. As opposed to the verbs proper, converbs cannot serve as predicates in simple sentences or in the main clauses of complex sentences. Like all other converbs, the conditional converb possesses the grammatical categories of tense and person, which, however, have a relative nature. It means that the temporal characterization of converbs depends on the temporal specifications of the verb used as the main predicate in an utterance. A converb may share the same subject with the main verb, but it may also have its own subject referentially independent of the subject of the main verb. This subject, however, due to special features of Manchu grammar, may either be expressed by a nominal or be inferable from the previous syntactic context.\textsuperscript{18} There is a very special usage of conditionals when they do not indicate a specific reference to any agent (experiencer/perceiver). In this particular case the agent (experiencer/perceiver) may not be indicated at all and is thus obscured from the discourse.

\textsuperscript{16} Witt, “Auditory Evidentiality in English and German,” 1085-86, etc.
\textsuperscript{18} Liliya M. Gorelova, \textit{Manchu Grammar} (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 267.
2.1 Visual (direct) versus inferred (indirect) evidential types

Visual evidentiality meaning (direct evidence from seeing) is encoded by the non-finite form *tuwaci*. Derived from the verbal stem *tuwa-* together with the suffix of the conditional converb *-ci*, this verbal form is designed—first of all—to signal that the information was acquired through visual perception. We can observe a tendency for these forms to occupy the left-dislocated (topical) position in an utterance:

(1) **tuwa-ci** sejen kiyoo morin lorin umai lakca-rakü yabu-mbi

    look-COND cart sedan.chair horse mule totally break.off-IPFV.PTCP.NEG go-IPFV.FIN

   “Looking [at it], [one sees] carts, sedans, horses, and mules go to and fro incessantly”

   (MFG: 55);

Note: With the exception of Manchu sentences extracted from the book written by G. Roth-Li, all other English translations of Manchu materials extracted from various sources have been made by the authors of this article.

(2) **tuwa-ci, boo-i ursed șahün sinahi hůwai'ta-habi**

    look-COND house-GEN people whitish mourning.garment tie-IPFV.FIN

    *sinahi hůwai'ta-*: “to put on mourning garments”

   “When [one] had a look, [one saw] the people of the house wearing whitish mourning garments” (OJ2: 36);

(3) **tuwa-ci, emu fiyasha cecike**

    look-COND one the.wall.of.a.house bird

    *fiyasha cecike*: “sparrow”

   “When [I] had a look, [I saw that it was] a sparrow” (OJ2: 98).
The same conditional converb *tuwaci* may disclose the meaning of inference due to the polysemy of the verb itself. This is not surprising: the inferential interpretation here is possible because the inference is drawn on the basis of sensory (visual) evidence. So in Manchu this single word form may indicate that the information was received either from seeing (visual) or from inferring (deductive). However, in some cases it is not easy to draw a boundary between indications of these two sources of information (knowledge), namely, from seeing or inferring. Here are some examples when the left-dislocated converbal form *tuwaci* has the meaning of inference:

(4) *tuwa-ci* Oros i elcin honon de isina-bakū

look(at)-COND Russian GEN envoy town DAT arrive-PFV.PTCP.NEG

“It appears that the Russian envoy did not arrive in the town” (R-Li: 193);

(5) ere-be *tuwa-ci*, abka-i fejergi amba kai, mangga urse ai yada-ra

this-ACC look-COND heaven GEN under big PTCL strong people what want-IPFV.PTCP

*abkai fejergi*: “all under heaven,” i.e., “the world,” “the universe”

*ai yada-ra* (the same as *ai joboro*): “what is lacking?” “what does one want for?”

“If [one] looks at this, [one can understand that] the world is so big [and] there is no lack of strong people” (OJ2: 16);

(6) *sunja se* de isina-fi // *tuwa-ci*, ere jui sure sekitu, gisun getuken

five year(-old) DAT reach-PFV.CVB look-COND this child wise clever speech clear

“When [he] reached the age of five, it seemed that (lit.: ‘looking [at him] [one can realize that]’) this child was wise and clever, and his speech was clear” (NSB: 2). (N.B: this sentence is probably a boundary case between two types of evidentiality, i.e., seeing and inferring.)

The form *tuwaci*, being verbal in its nature, may take its own complement, either nominal or predicative. Sentence (5) has shown this. Here are some examples in which
the converb *t西瓜-ci* governs nominals (personal pronominal or proper name) through the accusative marker *be* and reveals either visual ([7]—[8]) or inferential ([9]—[10]) interpretation:

(7) *im-be  tuwa-ci, gebsere-fi giranggi teile funce-habi*

3SG(*im*)-ACC look-COND emaciate-PFV.CVB bone  only be.left-PFV.FIN

“Looking at him, [one could see/I saw that] [he] had become emaciated, [and] only bones remained [of him]” (OJ2: 132);

(8) *sim-be  tuwa-ci, arki nure de baji*

2SG(*sim*)-ACC look-COND liquor liquor DAT affectionate

“Looking at you, [I realize that] you are very fond of liquor (lit.: ‘affectionate toward’)” (OJ2: 184);

(9) *Údui be tuwa-ci batra afabu-ci o-mbi*

PN  ACC look-COND matter entrust-COND become(AUX)-IPFV.FIN

V-ci o-: modal structure expressing possibility/permission, “can,” “may”

“Looking at Údui, [one can see that he] can entrust him [= Údui] with matters” [“It appears/seems that one can entrust matters to Údui”] (R-Li: 170);

(10) *te tuwa-ci, nombon i teile waka, fubali nyalma de*

now look-COND guileless GEN only NEG totally person DAT

*ele-bu-raku, albatu ren de istna-habi*

suffice-CAUS-IPFV.PTCP NEG rough extreme point DAT reach-PAST

*nombon i*: “good-natured”

*ten*: 1) “base, foundation”; 2) “extreme point, highest point, pick”; 3) “litter, sedan chair (carried by man, horse, camel, mule); 4) “noble”

“Looking at [him] now, [I find that he] is more than guileless; people are completely dissatisfied with him, and he has already become extremely foolish” (OJ2: 32).
The form *tuwaci* can govern participles, which can function as noun analogues:

(11) \[ ini \quad gabta-ra \quad niyamniya-ra \quad be \]

3SG(llin)-GEN shoot.arrows-IPFV.PTCP shoot.on.horseback-IPFV.PTCP ACC

tuwa-ci \quad bert de \quad cecerše-me, \quad morin de \quad momorio-me,  
look-COND bow DAT (hand)quiver-IPFV.CVVB horse \quad DAT be.nervous-IPFV.CVVB

fe hùman da \quad an  
old skill \quad original usual  
da an: “as usual,” “like always”

“Looking at his skill in shooting arrows both on the ground and on horseback, [I find that his hand will] quiver when pulling the bow and [he will] be nervous when sitting on the horse – it is just like always [with no improvement at all]” (AGA1: 78).

The predicative complement governed by the conditional converb *tuwaci* through the accusative marker *be* should be syntactically specified as a subordinate clause. The following are some examples:19

(12) te\textit{tele} \quad un\textit{ai} mej\textit{ge} akû \quad be \quad tu\textit{wa}-ci, \quad gû\textit{ni}-ci \quad a\textit{fini} \quad hû \quad i \quad da \quad i \quad am\textit{ala}

up.till.now totally news \quad NEG ACC think-COND already GEN \quad behind/after

mak\textit{ra}-fl \quad on\textit{go}-b\textit{obi}

release-PFV.CVVB forget-PAST

hû \quad i \quad da: “the base of the back of the neck”

hû \quad i \quad da \quad i \quad am\textit{ala} \quad mak\textit{ra}fi \quad on\textit{go}: “to forget completely” (lit.: “to forget by throwing behind one’s neck”)

“Seeing that up until now there is no message [from him] at all, [I think that [he] has completely forgotten [what I told him to do]” (OJ2: 182);

---

In (13) the word form *tuwa-ci* governs the predicative compliment *gucu-se gemu sim-be leole-he be tuwa-ci, sim-de* “all your friends have been talking about you” through the accusative marker *be*.

The sense of uncertainty caused by the inferred reading of the converb *tuwa-ci* is strengthened by the modal particle *dere* “probably.”

Through governing the noun *arbun* “shape/form,” “appearance” by means of the accusative marker *be*, a stable adverbial phrase *arbun be tuwaci* ‘in view of the circumstances’ has been developed, which possesses the evidential meaning:
(15) bi ini arbun be tuwa-ci, inu baita be

1SG 3SG(\(\tilde{\text{u}}\)in-) GEN appearance ACC look-COND also matter ACC

sariabu-re niyalma waka

postpone-IPFV.PTCP person NEG.PTCP

“Looking at him, [I realize that] he is not a person who postpones matters” (MFG: 9);

(16) baita-i arbun be tuwa-ci, mari-bu-me mure-rakā kai

matter GEN appearance ACC go.back-CAUS-IPFV.CVBS can-IPFV.PTCP.NEG PTCP

mari-: “to return,” “to go back,” “to turn around”

“In view of the circumstances, [one] cannot go back [definitely]” (OJ1: 77);

(17) min-i beye nimeku arbun be tuwa-ci ujen

ISG(bi/min-) ACC body illness shape ACC look-COND serious

“Looking at my illness, [I can see that] it is serious” (NSB: 4).

The converb tuwaci may be extended with adverbial phrases:

(18) sangga deri dosi tuwa-ci, ere tede darabu-mbi, tere ede

hole ABL inside look-COND this there invite.to-drink-IPFV.FIN that here

bedere-bu-mbi

return-CAUS-IPFV.FIN

tede: 1) DAT of tede “that”; 2) “there, in that place”; 3) “up till now”
etede: 1) DAT of ere “this”; “to this, here, then, in this (matter)”

darabu-: “to invite to drink,” “to offer a toast,” “to serve (wine)”
bederebu-: 1) CAUS of bedere- “to return,” “to withdraw (at the court or at a ceremony),” “to die (of a noble personage)”; 2) “to send back,” “to withdraw,” “to refuse,” “to return a courtesy or gift”

“When [I] looked through the hole (in the window), [I saw that] this [man] was inviting that [man] to drink, and that [man] was returning a toast” (OJ1: 77).
The verb *tuwa-* can occur in the dative participial form, which—as conditionals—can convey temporal and conditional meanings and is used to indicate inferred information, as in the following sentence:

(19) *ere be tuwa-ha de ubaliyambu-re be taci-re*

1. ACC look-INF.PTCP-DAT translate-INF.PTCP ACC learn-INF.PTCP
2. onggolo neneme Manju gisun taci-re be oyonggo
3. before firstly Manchu language learn-INF.PTCP ACC important
4. o-bu-re be sa-ci aca-mbi
5. become-CAUS-INF.PTCP ACC know-COND fin-INF.PTCP
6. V-ra be oyonggo o-bu: “to make it a priority to do something” (lit.: “to make doing something important”)
7. V-ci aca-: the modal structure expressing obligation/responsibility, meaning “one should do something”

“Looking at this, [I think that one] should know [the reason for] making it a priority to learn the Manchu language first, before learning to translate” (OJ1: 3).

Similarly to the converb *tuwa-ci*, the participial form can govern the word *arbun* through the accusative marker, resulting in the structure *arbun be tuwahade* “in view of the circumstances”:

(20) *arbun be tuwa-ha-de, bi inu sin-i wesihun fu-de*

1. circumstances ACC look-INF.PTCP.DAT 1SG also 2SG(athan)-GEN noble mansion-DAT
2. gene-re-be baibu-rku o-ho
3. come-PTCP-ACC need-INF.PTCP.NEG become(AUX)-PTCP

“In light of the new circumstances, I will no longer need to come to your house” (R-Li: Sibe, 311).20

20. We adduce here an example from the Sibe language given by Roth-Li, *Manchu: A Textbook for Reading Documents*. No matter how we treat Sibe—as a dialect of Classical Manchu or as a separate language, it reveals—regarding this property—a strong resemblance to Written Manchu. Sentences (31, 34) are also taken from Sibe.
From the perspective of evidentiality strategy there are several issues that should be noted with regard to the verb *tuwa*- “to look,” “to look at,” and—probably—other perception verbs. We suspect that, in order to express evidentiality, the perception verbs should not exhibit a very strong actionality but only describe an act of perception in a general and abstract way. Thus, for example, in sentence (21) the perception verb *tuwa*- “to look” indicates a specific, intentional act of perceiving and might be too strong to be considered a lexical expression of evidentiality. We think, in contrast, that the perception verb *tuwa*- in the evidentiality function should not describe a specific act of perception. In English a similar phenomenon does exist: the transitive verb *look* as in “I looked at the picture” versus the linking function of the verb *look* as in “The picture looked beautiful”; or the transitive verb *listen* as in “I am listening to Shostakovich” versus the verb *sound* as in “That symphony sounds marvelous.” The examples of *look* (in the first sentence) and *listen* are not evidential, but the other two are indeed evidential (lexically). Manchu does not have verbs like *sound* or *look* in the evidential use, but the verb *tuwa*- can perform such a function when it exhibits weak actionality. Here is an example in which the verb *tuwa*- does exhibit a strong actionality, in other words, the act of observation:

(21) *nec tuci-fi tuwa-ci dule ambarame laba-me deri-bu-he*

\[\text{door go.out-PFV.CVb look-COND in.fact greatly snow.in.flakes-IPFV.CVb begin-PFV.PTCP}\]

“When [I] opened the door and looked [out], [I suddenly saw/realized that] it had begun to snow in large flakes!” (AGA2: 82).

Strictly speaking, the verb *tuwa*- “to look” cannot be qualified as a perception verb proper, since it denotes the act of observation rather than perception, while the visual perception is expressed by another verb, *sabu*- “to see.” The observation verb *tuwa*- in its semantic pattern could be extended to mean perceiving and processing information – seeing, finding, realizing, understanding it, namely, “to look and (see, find, realize, understand something, etc.).”

We can adduce examples with the perception verb *sabu*- “to see,” which expresses the visual perception in sentences with compliment clauses where dependent predicates are expressed by participles in accusative:
Evidentiality is not expressed in these sentences: the states of affairs follow the visual perception temporally, and they are represented as facts. They are neither what the speakers perceive nor inferences/conclusions based on visual perception. In particular,

(22) Daiming ni cooha, Manju-i cooha isinji-ba be sabu-fi, uthai

Daiming GEN troops Manchu-GEN troops arrive-PTCP ACC see-PTCP.CVBJ then

əšə-ʃi honi i baru gene-be

set.out-PTCP.CVBJ city GEN toward go-PTCP

“The Ming troops, seeing that the Manchu troops had arrived, set out in the direction of the city” (MYK6: 38);

(23) sun dosi-re ham-i-ka be sabu-fi, teni

sun enter-IPFJ.PTCP approach-PTCP.PTCP ACC see-PTCP.CVBJ then

morila-ʃi hácihiya-me amasi ji-mbi

ride.a.horse-PTCP.CVBJ hurry-IPFj.CVBJ backward come-PTCP.FIN

sun dosi-ː “the sun set”

V-ra ham-i-ː “to come close to finishing doing something”

“Seeing that the sun has nearly set, [I] rode a horse and started to head back hurriedly” (OJ1: 91);

(24) niyalma-i wasiḥun bethe gai-ba be sabu-fi, uthai beye

people-GEN downward foot take-PTCP.PTCP ACC see-PTCP.CVBJ then self

muša-ba adali

experience-PTCP.PTCP like

wasiḥun bethe gai-ː “to suffer misfortune” (lit.: “to take a foot downward,” “to slip down”)

“When seeing people suffer misfortune, [he would sympathize with them] as if [he had] experienced it himself” (AGA4: 67).
in (22) and (24), the subject of the perception verb does not refer to the speaker. However, these sentences are used here to illustrate the usage of the perception verb sabu-.

On the other hand, acts of listening and auditory perception are expressed by the verb donji- “to listen/hear.” Due to their syntactic similarity and their relationship to perception, verbs such as tuwa- and donji- are all considered to be perception verbs here.

2.2 Auditory evidentiality and hearsay

Information/knowledge may be acquired through hearing (direct evidence, auditory evidential meaning). In Manchu the second most frequent word form used to express (lexical) evidential meaning is the conditional converb donji-ci (of the verb donji- “to listen,” “to hear”). This form is very often used to indicate hearsay information (indirect evidence). Here are some examples where the word form donji-ci indicates auditory evidence (25) or hearsay (26):

(25) sek seme gete-fi // donji-ci cin i boo-de niyalma ji-fi

suddenly wake-PFV.CVB listen-COND main GEN house-DAT man come-PFV.CVB

den jilgan t gisun gisure-mbi

loud voice GEN word speak-IPFV.FIN

sek seme: “suddenly”

cin i boo: “main building”

den jilgan i: “in a loud voice”

“Waking up, [I] heard (lit.: ‘when [I] listened, [I] heard’) a man come into the main house speaking in a loud voice” (OJ2: 156);

(26) donji-ci sin-i gucu isina-ha

hear-COND 2SG(si/si)-GEN friend arrive-PFV.PTCP

“[I] hear that your friend has arrived” (R-Li: 193).

The converb donji-ci may govern its own complement, either nominal or participial, through the accusative marker be (see sentence [27]). A participle, together with other components, may constitute a predicative construction that serves as a subordinate (complement) clause (see sentence [28]):

21. Other terms used for this kind of evidential source are “second-hand,” “linguistic evidence.”
In this example the conditional converb *donjici* governs the clause *niyalmai alara* “what people tell” through the accusative marker *be*.

However, more frequently the converb *donjici* is used to express the “hearsay” meaning together with one of the forms of the quotative verb *se*—“say,” forming an analytical construction *donjici . . se-* (lit.: “if I listen, they say”):

(29) *donjici, si te Manju bithe tac-tmbi se-mbi*

hear-COND 2SG now Manchu book learn-IPFV.FIN say-IPFV.FIN

“[I] hear that you are now learning Manchu” (OJ1: 17);
(30) sikse donji-ci muse-i beheie-he songkoi yahu-bu-ba

yesterday hear-COND 1PL.INCL-GEN discuss-PFV.PTCP according handle-PASS.PFV.PTCP

se-mbi

say-IPFV.FIN

“Yesterday [I] heard that [the matter] was handled according to our discussion” (AGA3: 6);

(31) donji-ci in-i aciha hâlba de duri-bu-he se-mbi

hear-COND 3SG(în-)-GEN baggage rebel DAT seize-PASS.PTCP say-IPFV.FIN

“I hear that his baggage was seized by rebels” (R-Li: Sibe, 171, 192);

(32) donji-ci, si te jiha efe-re de dosi-fi, tutala bekedun

hear-COND 2SG now money play-IPFV.PTCP DAT enter-PFV.CVBSO many debt

ara-ha se-mbi

make-IPFV.PTCP say-IPFV.FIN

jiha efe:- “to gamble” (lit.: “to play with money”)
V-2A de dosi:- “to be addicted to doing” (lit.: “to enter doing”)

“[I] hear that you have become addicted to gambling [and] now owe a lot of debts” (OJ2: 6);

(33) donji-ci fejergi boise se-be jobo-bu-me gejive-me

hear-COND underneath Muslim PL-ACC suffer-CAUS-IPFV.CVBSO mistreat-IPFV.CVBSO

gai-ha hacin akû se-mbi

take-IPFV.PTCP kind NEG say-IPFV.FIN

“[I] hear that there are no instances of (him) making (his) Muslim subjects suffer and taking bribes” (R-Li: 192).

The “hearsay” meaning can be expressed by dative participial structures of the verb donjī- “listen/hear.” These include donji-ha-de ([34]) and donjī-ha ba-de ([35]):
The “hearsay” meaning can be expressed by dative participial structures of the verb *donji- “listen/hear.”* These include *donji-ha-de* ([34]) and *donji-ha ba-de* ([35]):

\begin{align*}
(34) & \text{donji-ha-de emgeri ba}na-i \quad \text{balan-be yabubu-fi, usisi-}sa-de \quad \text{be}y\text{enige}\text{ge} \\
& \quad \text{he}ar-\text{PTCP-DAT \ already \ land/land-GEN reform-ACC carry.out-CVB farmer-PL-DAT \ one's.own} \\
& \quad \text{usin bi-me befe}l\text{t ure-rk\u{u}} \quad \text{o-hobi} \\
& \quad \text{land be-IPFV.CV}B \ \text{belly be.done-IPFV.} \text{PTCP.NEG be/become(AUX)-PAST} \\
& \quad \text{usik: “farmer,” “cultivator of the land”; }-sa = \text{PL} \\
& \quad \text{“I hear that a land reform has already been carried out and since the peasants now have their} \\
& \quad \text{own land they will no longer go hungry” (R-Li: 311; Sibe, D-2);} \\
(35) & \text{donji-ha ba-de, emu gucu se asihan bime, geli} \\
& \quad \text{he}ar-\text{IPFV.} \text{PTCP place-DAT one friend age young and also} \\
& \quad \text{beleni se}fu \text{ bi, bihe de asuru kice-rak\u{u}} \\
& \quad \text{ready-made teacher COP book DAT very be.diligent-IPFV.} \text{PTCP.NEG} \\
& \quad \text{“I hear that a friend, who is young and has a teacher available, is not very} \\
& \quad \text{diligent in learning (lit.: ‘in books’).”22} \\
\end{align*}

The verb *donji-* may appear in some verbal forms other than conditionals, including the finite ones (36), and govern the complement clauses. It seems that in such sentences they represent their content as indirect information:

\begin{align*}
(36) & \text{Bujantai mejigele-ci (mejigele-) cooha isina-ha be donji-ha} \\
& \quad \text{PN seek.information-COND troops arrive-IPFV.} \text{PTCP ACC hear-IPFV.} \text{PTCP} \\
& \quad \text{“Bujantai found out by spying that the troops had arrived” (R-Li: 95);} \\
\end{align*}

---

2.3 Gustatory evidentiality

Information can be obtained by the speaker (perceiver) by means of the gustatory sense. The following are two examples:

(37) \textit{abka-i wehtyehe i orin ilaci antya amba cooha Hojjian de datla-me}

\hspace{1cm} \text{heaven-GEN support GEN twenty the third year big troop TP DAT attack-IPFV.CVB}

\hspace{1cm} \textit{Yerkiyang de isina-ba be, Eseyen donji-fi \ldots}

\hspace{1cm} \text{TP DAT arrive-PFV.PTCP ACC PN hear-PFV.CVB}

\hspace{1cm} \text{wehtyehe < wehtye- 'to support' + -be-PFV.PTCP}

“In the twenty-third year of Qianlong (1758), when Husayn heard that the imperial army had arrived in Yarkand to attack Hojjian \ldots” (R-Li: 86).

(38) \textit{saifila-fi amtala-ci, suwe ede-kebi}

\hspace{1cm} \text{usca.a spoon-PFV.CVB taste-COND thorough go-bad-PAST}

“When [I] used a spoon to taste [the yogurt], [I found that it] had thoroughly gone bad” (AGA2: 97–8);

(39) \textit{bi amtala-ci majige niran}

\hspace{1cm} \text{1SG taste-COND a little weak}

“As I taste [the dish], [I feel that it is] a little weak” (LQD2: 17).

One can notice that the verb \textit{amtala-} “to taste” also includes in its semantic structure the meaning of realization of the act of perception: “To taste something and obtain the result of the tasting.”
2.4 Inference from the intellectual processing of information (indirect, second-hand evidence)

Quite a number of verbs occur in the form of the conditional converb to indicate that the inferences are obtained from the processing of information by means of human beings’ intellectual abilities to think, to investigate, and to reason: gūni- “to think”; baica- “to investigate,” “to examine,” “to find out”; bodo- “to calculate,” “to figure”; kimci- “to look carefully,” “to check,” “to examine”; taka- “to recognize,” “to know.” They are probably used in their lexical meaning and frequency of usage to form the third group of evidential meanings in Manchu. Obviously, the most widespread conditional converb among these non-finite verb forms is gūni-ci:

(40) gūni-ci, ba ba i win hafu-hakū-nege akū kai

think-COND place place GEN field soak-PFV.PTCP.NEG-NR NEG PTCL

“[I] think that, of fields everywhere, there is not any that has not been soaked [by the rain]” (OJ1: 24);

(41) gūni-ci, age-se gemu yadahūsa-ha

think-COND sir- PL all be.hungry-PFV.PTCP

“[I] think that all of you gentlemen are feeling hungry” (OJ1: 38);

(42) gūni-ci, geli suhu-me omi-ha

think-COND again be.rowdy-lPFV.CVB drink-PFV.PTCP

suhu-me omi-ha “to be drunk and be rowdy”

“[I] think that [he] is drunk and being rowdy again” (OJ1: 99);

(43) gūni-ci, geli min-ci se fulu ningge bi dere

think-COND also 1SG (bul/min-) ABL age much NR COP PTCL

“[I] think that there are probably people who are older than I am” (LQD4: 52).
At the same time, one can see that the form *gūnici*, in addition to referring to the source of knowledge, also exposes the strongly pronounced epistemic overtone of uncertainty and probability regarding this knowledge (speculative epistemic modality). In some sentences such overtones are strengthened by special particles with the same meanings; in (43) it is the particle *dere* “probably.”

The verbal form *baicaci* (*baica-* “to investigate” followed by the suffix of the conditional converb *-ci*) is used to indicate that the information is obtained through the process of investigation and should be accepted as a result of this kind of mental activity. The construction headed by the form *baicaci* is particularly frequent in the official memorials submitted to the Manchu Emperors:

(44) *baica-ci būda-i urse udu bele be uda-fi asara-cibe*

*investigate-COND business-GEN people although grain ACC buy-IPFV.CV store-CONC.CV*

*bele kemuni becen de bi-mbi*

*grain still city DAT exist-IPFV.FIN*

*būda-i urse: “businessmen”*

“(Upon review we find that) even though merchants buy and accumulate grain, still there is grain in the city” (R-Li: 193);

(45) *baica-ci Kašigar i karun te-re Mergen ere aniya nadan biya*

*investigate-COND PN GEN sentry sit-IPFV.PTCP PN this year seven month*

*de isthu-me ilan aniya jalu-kabi*

*DAT reach-IPFV.CV three year fulfill-PAST*

“(Upon review we find that) Mergen, who is stationed at the sentry post of Kashgar, has completed his three-year term in the seventh month of the year” (R-Li: 193);
The internal semantic structure of the verb *baica-* is also supposed to be extended by the realization of an act: we investigated and (found, realized, etc.).

The next few converbal forms which have very close semantic meanings to the ones mentioned above are not so frequent, but at least we have found several examples in our materials. These forms can be either left-dislocated or preceded by dependent words. Governing their own predicative complements, they can build syntactic constructions that serve as subordinate (complement) clauses. Here are some example with the converbs *bodo-ci, fonji-ci,* and *taka-ci:*

(46) *baica-ci aniyu-dari bargalu-us ounji-re bek se Hami de*

investigate-COND year-every have.audience-IPFV.CV  send-IPFV.PTCP beg  PL PN  DAT

*ice nadan de isina-ha*

beginning seven DAT arrive-IPFV.PTCP

*ice: “the first ten days of the month”

*beke: “beg” (Turkish title)*

“(Upon review we find that) every year the *begs whom one sends for an audience arrive in Hami on the seventh day” (R-Li: 193).

The internal semantic structure of the verb *baica-* is also supposed to be extended by the realization of an act: we investigated and (found, realized, etc.).

The next few converbal forms which have very close semantic meanings to the ones mentioned above are not so frequent, but at least we have found several examples in our materials. These forms can be either left-dislocated or preceded by dependent words. Governing their own predicative complements, they can build syntactic constructions that serve as subordinate (complement) clauses. Here are some example with the converbs *bodo-ci, fonji-ci,* and *taka-ci:*

(47) *cincila-me emgeri  // taka-ci, muse-i fe adaki tere*

examine-IPFV.CV  once/already recognise-COND 1PL.INCL-GEN old neighbour that

“When [I] examined [him, trying] to recognise [who he was], [I found out that he was] that old neighbour of ours” (OJ1: 92–3);

(48) *bodo-ci, sin-i felie-re ba umesi*

consider-COND 2SG(sihin)-GEN frequent-IPFV.PTCP place very

*rongga kai*

few  PTCL

“I think that there are indeed very few places that you frequent” (OJ1: 35);
Presumably, the list of converbal forms with similar lexico-semantic and evidential functions can go beyond what we have already discussed. It is only a matter of the quality and quantity of data.

3. Explications

3.1 The grammatical means of encoding evidentiality

As can be observed from language material, evidential meanings are most often expressed by the form of conditional converbs (V-ci) derived from verbs with IOI-semantics (the information verbs). Participles in Dative case can encode evidential meanings (Tv-rAl-hA-de) as well; however, it is more infrequent. That is to say that both factors, lexical and grammatical, contribute to the expression of evidential meanings in Man-
chu. In evidential function these converbal forms exhibit a tendency to occupy the left-dislocated position in the sentence, which is also topical.

To those grammatical types of markers that are used to encode evidential meanings and mentioned by scholars, namely individual suffixes, clitics and particles, and inflection and modal verbs, we can add a syntactic analytical construction. As shown above, inferred and reported evidentiality meanings reveal a tendency to be encoded by the syntactic construction “donjici... se-,” where the first component is the form of conditional converb derived from verbs with IOI-semantics, and the second one is an indicative verbal form from the verb se- “to say.”

This kind of marking is neither totally obligatory nor completely grammaticalized, and can be thought of as evolving, like many other grammatical notions and categories in Manchu.

3.2 The degree of grammaticalization of lexico-grammatical units used for expression of evidential meanings

This question is partly discussed under the previous point. As stated above, conditional converbs and the dative participial structure may take predicative complements. The resulting syntactic constructions can be analyzed syntactically as clausal, semantically as propositional, and pragmatically as presupposed (in most cases). Here are examples where a conditional converb governs a clausal construction (see also examples 13–14):

(52) inte gabra-ra niyamniya-ra be
twuwa-ci, beri de cecerï-me, morin de momorio-me,
fe human da an

3SG(in)-GEN shoot.arrows-IPFV.PTCP shoot.on.horseback-IPFV.PTCP ACC bow DAT (hand)quiver-IPFV.CVب horse DAT be.nervous-IPFV.CVب

old skill original usual

da an: “as usual,” “like always”

“Looking at his skill in shooting arrows both on the ground and on horseback, [I find that his hand will] quiver when pulling the bow and [he will] be nervous when sitting on the horse – it is just like always [with no improvement at all]” (AGA1: 78).
In this sentence the conditional converb *tuwaci* governs the complement clause with the predicate expressed by the imperfective participle in the accusative case.

(53) *bubiye-me ulandu-ha baita de Nilan Saman*

> suspect-IPFV.CVB spread-PFV.PTCP matter DAT PN shaman

> gida-hakü be tuwa-ci, inu enu behe-i dola

> conceal-PFV.PTCP.NEG ACC look-COND also one woman-GEN inside

> baturu se-ci o-mbi

> hero say-COND become(AUX)-IPFV.FIN

> *bubiye-me ulandu-ha baita:* “the matter that people suspect and spread among themselves”

V-ci o-: the modal structure expressing possibility or permission

“Seeing [from the fact] that Nilan Shaman has not concealed anything concerning what
[people] suspect and spread, [one] can say [that she is] the heroine among women” (NSB: 91).

In this sentence the conditional converb *tuwa-ci* governs the complement clause whose predicate is expressed by the negative form of perfective predicate in the accusative.

When used alone and placed in the left-dislocated position, these converbal forms reveal much more independence from grammatical context. The degree of grammaticalization of left-dislocated forms should be considered higher than that of those occurring as governing clausal constructions. An even higher degree of grammaticalization exists when these forms developed into textual connectors losing much more of their lexical meanings (see point 3.6 below).

3.3 The origin and development of evidential markers

Strictly speaking, the sentences having left-dislocated verbal forms used to convey evidential meanings can be replaced—in certain cases—by complex sentences that consist of two clauses (two propositions). One of them can be analyzed as a main clause with the predicate encoded in IOI-verbs, which can be viewed as the expression of a kind of perceiving information and the act of perceiving as well. The other proposition (more exactly, the first one) is used to assert what is perceived and processed through certain
human mental abilities. This proposition is expressed by the subordinate clause, which can be specified as a predicative complement governed by the main predicate through the accusative case:

(54) Bujantai mejigele-ci (mejigele-) cooba isina-ha be donji-ha

PN seek.information-COND troops arrive-PFV.PTCP ACC hear-PFV.PTCP

“Bujantai found out by spying that the troops had arrived” (R-Li: 95);

(55) abka-i wehiye-be i orin tilci aniya amba cooba Hoijian de

heaven-GEN support-PTCP GEN twenty the.third year big troop TP DAT
daila-me Yerkiyang de isina-ha be, Eseyen donji-fi . . .

attack-IPFV.CVBP TP DAT arrive-PRF.PTCP ACC PN hear-PRF.CVBP

“In the twenty-third year of Qianlong (1758), when Husayn heard that the imperial army had arrived in Yarkand to attack Hoijian . . .” (R-Li: 86).

A number of authors have already stated that evidential markers can develop from independent verbs through the process of grammaticalization. The evidential markers can be seen as evolution of the verbs with IOI-semantics (information/communication verbs) used as main predicates in complex sentences, which are understood here as the relationship between clauses, both main and subordinate (complement in our case). Over time the compound sentences themselves could be reduced to simple ones as the result of this process. In other words, a complement clause can be reanalyzed as a main clause; at the same time, a verbal form previously used to denote a main predicate acquires an evidential function. Most often evidential markers can be derived from the perception verbs (mostly verbs of sight, hearing, and feeling), as well as from the verbs of speech.23 The detailed analysis of such processes can be found in Aikhenvald.24 If the

23. See, for example, Lynn Gordon, “The Development of Evidential in Maricopa,” in Evidentiality: The Linguistic Coding of Epistemology, 75-88; Aikhenvald, “Evidentiality in Typological Perspective, 21; Randy J. LaPolla, “Evidentiality in Qiang,” in Studies in Evidentiality, 63-78. According to Gordon, there is a set of evidential suffixes used to indicate sensory sources of information, which transparently derived from the lexical verbs in the Maricopa language of Arizona, a member of the Yuman language family. The suffix used to indicate a visual source of information is seen as derived from the verb of sight, and the suffix for hearing and other non-visual sensory evidentials developed from the verb of hearing. Similarly, a reportative clitic is derived from the verb with meaning “say” (pp. 75-88). LaPolla also witnesses that the evidential marker used to indicate a reported source of information (hearsay) goes back to the grammaticalized verb ‘say’ in Qiang, a language classified as Tibetan (p. 70).

main function of complex sentences with main predicates expressed by verbs of information should be seen as making an assertion about states of affairs, the evidential developed from such verbs is characterized by a different function that should be defined as the indication of sources of information. Generally speaking, the process of evolution and the development of evidentiality markers can be seen in some evidentiality systems “as the result of reanalysis of a complementation strategy.”

Recently some interesting data have come from analyzing eventuality in Kalmyk, in which the reportative evidential particle ginä can be seen as a grammaticalized form of the quotation verb gi- (present form 3sg.pl gi-nä). In certain circumstances a compound sentence with main and complement clauses could be reduced to a simple clause, and the verb of quotation gi-nä functioning as the main predicate had changed its grammatical status into a particle used to encode the reported information. In such particular cases the particle ginä appears with the only possible verbal form in -ž, which is indirective synthetic form.

3.4 The categories of person and tense in relation to evidential expressions

The IOI-verbs (in particular perception and cognition verbs) should be examined in terms of what conditions need to be satisfied, in order to express evidentiality, by the various facets of these verbs: tense, person, and actionality.

This problem can be approached from the evidential function of the verbs of perception/cognition—indicating the speaker’s source of information. This means that the perception/cognition should be performed by the speaker, i.e., the perceiver/cogniser should be referentially identical with the speaker of the sentence. This is the reason why the first person is mostly used in these sentences, translated as “I see,” “I hear,” etc. In contrast, when the perceiver/cogniser is different from the speaker, no evidential meaning is expressed, since the speaker is only asserting that someone else performs perception/cognition. The following are examples of this type:

(56) isina-fi // tuwa-ci, bîwa-i, do lo emu niyalma dambagu omi-me

arrive-PFV.CVب look-COND courtyard-GEN inside one man pipe smoke-IPFV.CVب

ili-habi

stand-PAST

“When [he] arrived and looked, [he saw that] in the courtyard a man was standing

there smoking a pipe” (NSB: 14);

In the first sentence above, the subject of the verb *tuwa*- “to look” is an old man in the story, while in the second sentence, the subject of the verb *donji*- “to listen” is the Nishan Shamaness. In both cases the subject of the verb of perception is different from the speaker, who only narrates what the story characters perceive. The speaker (narrator) does not by any means indicate the source of his information about the story. Therefore, the verbs of perception do not express the evidential meaning.

However, due to the lack of a morphological category of person in Manchu and, as a consequence, the absence of personal suffixes in the linear structure of verbal forms, it is usually impossible to determine the subject of the verb of perception merely through examining the conditional converb. In fact, morpho-syntactically the two sentences are not distinct from (6) and (25), respectively, which do express the evidential meanings. Thus, the subject of the verb of perception/cognition needs to be decided either by an explicit subject (see [15]), or from the context.

Apart from the case in which the speaker is referentially identical with the perceiver/cogniser, it is also possible to express evidentiality when the verb of perception does not have a specific subject but a general, unspecified subject. One such case is (1–2, 5, etc.) where the verb *tuwa*- “to look” has an unspecified subject: it does not necessarily describe a specific event of visual perception performed by the speaker. However, the probability still remains high that the speaker bases his information on visual perception. In other words, the speaker is still a highly “potential” perceiver.

As far as the category “tense” is concerned, we notice that in principle, evidentiality does not impose restrictions on the time of the perception: the speaker should be able to indicate his source of information either from the past or the present. For instance, in the case of *tuwa*- “to look,” (8) concerns the present, while (3, etc.) concern the past. In the case of *donji*- “to listen,” (29, etc.) concern the present, while (30) concerns the past. It should be noted that since the perception verbs are either in the form of conditional converb V-ci or the participle in dative V-hA de, both of which represent a relative temporal relation to other verbs, their temporal location has to be considered in combination with the verb form of the main clause.
3.5 Connotation to pragmatic categories and the type of discourse

It has already been stated that evidentials can be directly associated with a pragmatic function in some languages and can be considered “communication-advancing material.”

In Manchu, the conditional converb definitely contributes to advancing information in discourse. The conditionals do this in two ways. First, the conditional suffix -ci together with existential verbs bi- and o-, as well as quotative verb se-, are used to build topic markers (bici, oci, seci). Second, conditional (and in certain cases temporal) clauses whose predicative heads contain corresponding converbs expressed by full semantic verbs can represent the theme (topic) of utterances themselves. This is quite understandable, since in certain semantic contexts conditional (and temporal) constructions may express the given (presupposed) information with respect to the rest of an utterance in the manner typically performed by a topic.

When occurring in the left-dislocated position, the converb in question also serves to advance the expression of information. Referring to the notion of communicative dynamism (CD) introduced by J. Firbas and understood as “the extent to which the sentence element contributes to the development of the communication,” we can state that these forms play a great role in the organization of the text as the delivery of information. Performing this function, these forms are very close to those that we identify as textual connectors. Sometimes it is difficult to drawn the boundary between converbs (as well as dative participial structures) used to express the evidential meanings and textual connectors. The latter can be understood as characterized by a higher degree of grammaticalization than the former as well as developing a new—in a certain sense—function.

27. David J. Weber, “Information Perspective, Profile, and Patterns in Quechua,” in Evidentiality: The Linguistic Coding of Epistemology, 145-46. Constructing the notion of an “information profile,” which is used to characterize a sentence’s progress in discourse, Weber explores the Quechua language of Peru, referring to evidentials in this language, which are similar to the pragmatic categories theme/old information/topic vs. rheme/new information, and similar to material used to set the stage of discourse, or communication-advancing material (pp. 145-51).

28. In Manchu there are other topic markers that reveal different patterns of origin: Gorelova, Manchu Grammar, 404-14; Gorelova, “Typology of Information Structures in the Altaic Languages,” 149-71.


As for the kind of discourse, in which converbal forms often occur, we can mostly find them in tales, folklore, and narration. They are typically used for highlighting the most important aspects and events in narratives.

3.6 Textual connectors in Manchu

Textual connectors are understood here as language elements, of a different degree of grammaticalization, which are used to advance information in discourse. Designed to connect sentences (utterances) in discourse, they serve to progress from thematic material (topic, old information) to rhematic material (focus, old information). Being left-dislocated elements, textual connectors are used to refer to rhematic material that has already been stated in a previous sentence (utterance) and thus becomes familiar to the hearer. At the same time such connectors are used to mark textual boundaries beginning a new episode (rhematic material) in a discourse.

Among textual connectors in Manchu, there are those that disclose obvious semantic and structural connections to the language elements involved in the encoding of the evidentiality strategies as well as those that do not transparently display such connections. The latter, however, obviously reveal the connection to presupposed language elements, mostly conditionals (and sometimes language units, which have temporal meaning). Each group includes several structural types of such elements.

Structurally, the first group includes participles, both perfective and imperfective, in the dative, which are derived from the IOI-verbs (verbs of information), such as *tuwa-*, *se-*, *gisure-*, and which are obviously engaged in the encoding of evidentiality meanings. Here are some examples:

(58) *eren-i tuwa-ba-de, ejen gosingga dasan be yubu-naku*

this*(eren-i*)-GEN look-PFV.PTCP-DAT monarch merciful politics ACC exert-IPFV.PTCP.NEG

*bime bayu-mbu-ci, genu kungdai de ashu-bu-re-ngge kai*

CNJ be.rich-CAUS-COND all Confucius DAT reject-PASS-IPFV.PTCP-NR PTCL

“Seen from this, if a monarch does not rule mercifully but enriches [himself], everything [he does] will reject Confucius’ [teachings]” (UG2: 37).
The perfective participle takes the demonstrative pronoun "ere “this” in the form of genitive case; this pronoun has referential function and, together with the dative participle, refers to the previous episode of discourse and thus makes familiar to the hearer the previous information.

(59) se-re-de geren gemu je se-me faju-fi meni meni
say-IPFV.TCP-DAT many all yes-say-IPFV.CVB answer-IPFV.CVB each
fakoa-me belhene-me gene-he
leave-IPFV.CVB prepare-IPFV.CVB go-IPFV.TCP
meni meni “each,” “every” (< meni “our” < men-i = boimen- “we” (EXCL) + GEN)
“When [he] said [so], all answered ‘yes’ and each [of them] have rushed to prepare [dishes]”
(NSB: 15, 115);

(60) se-re-de Yuan Wai bendu-me aibide sayin saman bi
say-IPFV.TCP-DAT PN PN say-IPFV.CVB where good shaman COP
“When [the old man] said [this], Yuan Wai asked, ‘Where is there a good shaman’”
(NSB: 21, 117)?

(61) se-re-de tere hehe inje-rie-me jori-me wargi dube-de
say-IPFV.TCP-DAT this woman laugh-ASP-IPFV.CVB point-IPFV.CVB right-side bank-DAT
se-hebi se-re
sit-PAST say-IPFV.TCP
“When [Baldu Bayan] said [this], that woman smiled and pointed out, ‘[the shaman] lives on the right side (lit. on the west end)’ [and hearing these words, . . .]” (NSB: 23, 118).

This subgroup also may include converses oci and seme (conditional and imperfective correspondingly), which are preceded by pronominal words, which can be defined as the demonstrative adverbs uttu “like this,” and tuttu “like that”:
The combination *tuttu seme* in this sentence means “even so,” with a concessive tone.

The verb *o-* “to become/to be” can occur in the form of the perfective participle in the dative case, which is *o-bo-de*.
The demonstrative adverb *uttu* may be followed by the negative particle *waka*, and together with the existential conditional they form a stable phrase *uttu wakaoci* “otherwise”:

\[ (65) \text{uttu o-bo-de, bi } teni \text{ sin-i funde} \]

so become-PFV.PTCP-DAT 1SG then 2SG(alsin)-GEN instead

gene-fi faša-ći o-mbi

go-PFV.CVB make.effort-COND become(AUX)-IPFV.FIN

*uttu obođe* “if it is like this,” “if so”

*šini funde* “instead of you,” “in your place”

V-ći əː the modal structure expressing possibility/permission

“Only if so can I go instead of you and make effort” (MFG: 11)?

A connector may consist of several components, which all together are used to denote the concessive meaning. The connector *udu tuttu bicibe* “although it is like that,” “despite that” represents a kind of language unit that includes the concessive connector *udu* “although,” the demonstrative adverb *tuttu* “like that,” and the form of the concessive converb derived from the existential verb *bi*- “to be”:

\[ (66) \text{uttu waka o-ci, age bi the hula-me gene-ki se-he-ngge} \]

deneg be-COND sir book read-IPFV.CVB go-IMP TOP-exay-PFV.PTCP-NR

(bula-ki se-re-ngge) sain baita dabala (kai)

good matter PTCL

T-ki se a modal structure expressing intention/desire

“Otherwise, your wish to go to read books is certainly a good thing” (OJ1: 28).
The second group of clausal connectors differs by its origin and semantics. The conditional converb *oci* is preceded by the expression *mini gūnin de* “in my opinion” (*gūnin* “intention,” “thought,” “opinion,” “sense”; “mind,” “spirit”). In addition to the indication of the source of information, language units of this kind definitely expose the epistemic modal meaning of uncertainty about the proposition that reflects events in the outside world. Here are a couple of examples:

(67) *udu tuttu bi-cibe yargiyani gūnin dolo ali-me*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>although</th>
<th>like:that</th>
<th>be-COND.CVB</th>
<th>real</th>
<th>GEN</th>
<th>mind</th>
<th>inside</th>
<th>accept-IPFV.CVB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*mute-rakū korso-mbi*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>can-IPFV.PTCP.NEG</th>
<th>feel.sad-IPFV.FIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*yargiyani* “really”

“Despite that, [I] really feel [so] sad [to the extent that] I cannot bear [it] in [my] heart”

(NSB: 12, 114).

(68) *mini gūnin de o-ci, i sin-de angga*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1SG(bilmin)-GEN</th>
<th>opinion</th>
<th>DAT</th>
<th>be/become(AUX)-COND</th>
<th>3SG</th>
<th>2SG(bilmin)-DAT</th>
<th>mouth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*juwa-fi bai-rakū o-ci waji-ha*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>open.the.mouth-PFV.CVB</th>
<th>ask.for-IPFV.PTCP.NEG</th>
<th>be/become(AUX)-COND</th>
<th>finish-PFV.PTCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

“As for my opinion, [I think that] if he does not open [his] mouth asking you [for a favour], that is fine (lit.: ‘that is finished’)” (MFG: 13);
4. Conclusions

The category of evidentiality has not been thoroughly investigated in the Manchu language. Though this is a preliminary study, we can make some statements regarding major properties of the semantic area, which include evidential meanings.

1) We have not discovered any evidence that evidentiality exists as a fully grammatical category.

2) Most evidential meanings/strategies in Manchu are encoded in lexical independent verbs with IOI-semantics, which are information verbs, in particular perception and cognition ones. Most importantly, to such verbal stems is attached the suffix of the conditional converb (-ci), grammatical features of which entail some essential issues. Occupying the left-dislocated position in the sentence, such semantico-grammatical complexes have the potential to develop the basis for the formation of the grammatical category of evidentiality as such. In addition, they often occur in combination with finite forms of the quotative verb se- “to say,” especially in the case of the verb donji- “to listen,” “to hear,” building a kind of analytical construction “donji-ci . . . se-” (lit. “if I listen, they say”) and expressing the hearsay meaning.

The verbs tuwa- and donji- can appear in the dative form (marker de) of the perfective participle, which—as conditionals—can convey temporal and conditional meanings and be used to indicate inferred information.

3) The information (perception/cognition) verbs are characterized by a complex semantic structure, which includes not only the act of observation (auditory,
visual, gustatory, cognitive, etc.), but also the realization of perception. In other words, the semantics of the verbs *tuwa-*-, *donji-*-, *amta-*-, etc., in most cases are extended by the expression of the realized acts (look, listen, taste, seek and then see, hear, taste, find; realize, understand, etc.).

4) The verbs *tuwa-* and *donji-* are the most frequent verbs for denoting evidential meanings. These verbs are the most multi-functional ones, and therefore may denote both direct (visual, hearing, etc.) and indirect (reported, inferred, etc.) knowledge.

5) The verb *tuwa-* cannot be considered a proper perception verb but an observation one. In Manchu there is a real perception verb, *sabu-* “to see,” which denotes visual perception. This verb governs a predicative complement conveying the state of affairs of the outside world, which is the object of perception.

6) A number of expressions built on the basis of IOI-verbs are used to link sentences in discourse and to advance information in it. We call them “textual connectors” and believe that they are further grammaticalized among the semantically-grammatical complexes used to encode evidential meanings.

List of Abbreviations

1/2/3—1st/2nd/3rd person; ABL—ablative, ACC—accusative; ASP—aspect; AUX—auxiliary verb; CAUS—causative; CNJ—conjunction; CONC—concessive; COND—conditional; COP—copula; CVB—converb; DAT—dative; FIN—finite; EXCL—exclusive; GEN—genitive; IMP—imperative; INCL—inclusive; IPFV—imperfective; NEG—negative; NR—nominalizer; OPT—optative; PASS—passive; PFV—perfective; PL—plural; PN—proper noun; PTCL—particle; PTCP—participle; PST—past; SG—singular; TP—toponym (place-name)
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